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With this driver, you could run a motor more efficiently, which means the motor doesn’t get as ... could tell electronics manufacturers to build more than a dozen evaluation boards at a time ...
New Part Day: ST’s New 3D Printer Motor Driver
To further reduce component count, the cycle-by-cycle current limit doesn’t require a Hall-effect ... excluding tax) Evaluation board (BM2SC123FP2-EVK-001): $238.80/unit Samples are available ...
This Week in PowerBites: Reimagined Regulators, Clever Controllers
In this Q&A, Ted Pawela of Altium discusses the Nexar Cloud platform, which can build a connected ecosystem of design, supply chain, and manufacturing stakeholders, enhancing the engineering of smart ...
Leveraging the Cloud to Connect the Electronics Industry Ecosystem
Regulations and compliance are inconsistent and often inadequate, but adding better security boosts cost and impacts performance and power.
IoT Security: Confusing And Fragmented
Electronic air ... New Jersey doesn't have the same kind of regulation: KHN reported that a public school district there bought thousands of ozone-emitting Odorox devices on the California Air ...
Government oversight of COVID air cleaners leaves gaping holes
Greg Hitchcock is standing and schmoozing with a cluster of people in the soaring, glass-domed rotunda of what once was a grand old bank — now a chamber-of ...
Greg Hitchcock: Voices, Visions, and the Power of Creating
Uses for inkjet are expected to expand across the board. Boer says book printing ... more effective at generating responses. “It doesn’t necessarily have to be 1:1, but it has to be more ...
With Inkjet Summit on the Horizon, Experts Discuss State of Market
The Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Flora and Fauna, based in Geneva, was set up to protect endangered species, but it has as many holes as Swiss cheese and in places ...
CITES has failed the natural world. Here’s how it can be fixed.
It can support a hefty mass, be relatively large, and doesn’t ... board was his first success and he’s since made a test barrette with pulsing LEDs which he’s distributed to others for ...
Hair Is Good Electronic Hub Real Estate
It doesn’t prevent you from selling or cold calling, it just changes how you approach it and what methods you use to achieve your sales goals.” The term “electronic communication” is ...
POPIA is here! How does it affect your telephony?
or even a psychiatric evaluation. In the worst cases, doctors may be restricted in how they practice medicine or even lose their licenses. Even though Utah’s state medical board doesn’t require mental ...
The doctors are not all right
The premier investigation agency is currently studying a psychiatric evaluation carried out by ... case instead of doing a shoddy job, which doesn’t stand scrutiny of courts.
A year after his death, CBI yet to conclude its Sushant probe
The nominee, Susanna Blume, had been tapped to run the Pentagon’s Cost Assessment and Program Evaluation office ... The United States doesn’t need bureaucrats putting their 'armchair opinions ...
GOP senator jams up Pentagon pick over Biden’s Navy plan
Thereby, alternatives have emerged these lasts years, notably innovative ones such as electronic cigarettes ... For him, it doesn't have to be profit against health. Both can coexist if saving ...
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